LIFECYCLE SERVICES
ABS is committed to supporting our clients throughout the entire lifecycle of their network.
We understand that your needs are just as multidimensional as your network.
From network design to equipment reaching its
end-of-life, ABS is there every step of the way.

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.

CONSULTING SERVICES
PROJECT + DELIVERY
MANAGEMENT
SUPPORT SERVICES
MAINTENANCE CONTRACT
MANAGEMENT

By supporting the entire lifecycle and
having intimate knowledge of your network, ABS can smoothly deploy new
equipment and reduce overall downtime,
saving you time and money. Our engineers
and support staff will collaborate and
share information on the back-end to
ensure the highest level of service and
support is provided to our clients at all
times.

RESIDENCY + STAFF
AUGMENTATION
LEASING + FINANCING
OPTIONS
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YOUR NETWORK | UNDERSTOOD

CONSULTING SERVICES
ABS is ready to guide and develop solutions for

Your network is unique, having a partner that truly

clients to meet their business objectives. We’ll take a

understands it is invaluable. When everyone is on the

deep dive to assess your network, design a solution

same page, services such as network design and project

and even go the extra mile by creating road maps to
help clients reach success.

management hand-off prove to be a breeze.

LEASING + FINANCING OPTIONS

YOUR NETWORK | FULLY SUPPORTED

ABS understands every client has unique financial
circumstances. Sometimes, technology investments

Leveraging ABS’ maintenance contract management

simply make more sense when financed via an

services provides more than just an organized and

operational budget instead of through a capital
expenditure budget. To make procurement painless,

well-managed maintenance contract; it can also lead to

ABS partners with financial institutions to ensure

minimized downtime. Contracts managed by ABS are

purchases and payments can be made on your terms.

automatically visible to our Support Engineers which comes
RESIDENCY + STAFF AUGMENTATION

in handy during troubleshooting situations. That shared

We could all use an extra hand now and then. ABS is

information between our teams allows ABS Support
Engineers to quickly understand exactly which devices on

committed to providing highly qualified engineers for
clients in need.

your network are covered and which ones are not which;
this ultimately leads to faster decision making resulting in

SUPPORT SERVICES

reduced downtime.

The ABS Managed Service offering provides
experienced Solutions Engineers to proactively
monitor, manage, maintain, and support your entire

PROJECT + DELIVERY MANAGEMENT

infrastructure for one predictable monthly cost.

With certified Project Management Professionals on staff, our team works
to ensure that projects are completed on-budget, on-time, and within the

MAINTENANCE CONTRACT MGMNT.

agreed-upon scope. Project Managers will initiate and plan your project, lead

ABS has an expert understanding of the various

our team of engineering professionals through design, staging and

maintenance levels for multiple manufacturers. Our

implementation of the project, monitor and control the project from start

team will help with quoting, contract renewals,

to finish, and bring your project to complete closure to include

contract management, and associating contracts with

documentation and quality assurance.

your manufacturer IDs.
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